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It is shown that if A, ,..., A, are nonzero real numbers, not all of the same sign. 
such that n,/A, is irrational, then the values taken by A,.x: + 1,x: + A,.x: + A,xj + 
1,x: + &xi for integral x, ,..., .q, are everywhere dense on the real line. Similar 
results are proved with other combinations in place of the two fifth powers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently Vaughan [6] showed that almost every positive integer is the 
sum of a square, a cube and a fifth power of positive integers. It follows at 
once that all sufficiently large integers can be expressed in the form 
x;+x;+x:+x:+x:+x~. These results were discovered independently 
and at about the same time by Hooley [5]. Indeed, Hooley was able to go 
somewhat further in the direction of the second result. He proved 
THEOREM 1. Let v(n) be the number of representations of n as the sum 
of two squares, two cubes, an ath power and a bth power, where 3 < a < b 
and a-’ + b&’ > 4. Then, as n-, co. 
v(n) = 7c r2($)r(1 + ap’>r(l + b-‘) 
r(++a-‘+b-‘) n 
12/3)+~l/al+(l/b) 
+ O(n (2/3)+(l/a)+(llb)-7) 
where q = ?/(a, b) > 0. All large numbers can be expressed in the proposed 
manner. 
For further historical background see [S] or [6]. 
In the present paper we consider the analogue of Hooley’s theorem for 
Diophantine inequalities. 
* Written while the second author held a University of London Postgraduate Studentship. 
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THEOREM 2. Let p be real and let A., ,..., A6 be nonzero real numbers, not 
all of the same sign, such that 1,/A, is irrational. Suppose that either 
(i) a = 3, b > 3, or 
(ii) a=4, 4<b<9, or 
(iii) a = 5, 5 <b < 6. 
Then for some u = o(a, b) > 0 the inequality 
has infinitely many solutions in posititie integers x, ,..., .x6. 
The cases a = b = 3, a = b = 4 are due to Cook [ 2 1, in all essentials. 
The paper is written in a way that allows the upper bound of available u 
to be computed easily for each pair a and b. But we have spared the reader 
the details. 
The method of proof has little connection with Vaughan’s 16 I. It has even 
less in common with Hooley’s method (5 1, which involves the character sum 
formula 
for the number of solutions of n = .Y’ +?I*. Like Cook 121, we use the 
method of Davenport and Heilbronn [4] with a further idea which is essen- 
tially due to Watson 171. We also use the ideas of Davenport and Roth [4] 
in order to count solutions of certain Diophantine inequalities. However, 
with these ideas we would apparently just miss the pair a = 5, b = 5 (for 
instance). It is our Lemma 1 (an extension of Lemma 17 of Watson 171) 
which carries the day-although some of the pairs in Theorem 1, such as 
a = 5. b = 7, are inaccessible. 
Throughout the paper, a and b are pairs allowed in Theorem 2, and o is a 
small positive number depending on a and b. We denote by 17 a positive 
number depending on a, b and o, supposed sufficiently small. Constants 
implied by G and ti depend at most on A, ,..., A6, a, b, C-J and rl, As usual, we 
write e(x) = e2nix. The symbol rn(...) denotes Lebesgue measure. 
2. THE BASIC LEMMA 
Let N > 1. and write 
s,i(x) = y e(Aiax2) (j= 1, 2). 
,v 1 l< I < 2 w ’ 2 
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LEMMAS. ,, Let Y > 1 A > N(“4’t2”, B > N”‘4’t’q. Let 
8={(a:N-3’4-“<.< Y,A<IS,(x)I<2A,B<IS,(x)I <2B}. 
Let a/q be any convergent to the continued fraction of 1,/k,. Then for some 
C < 1, we have 
m(a) @ YN2+~(A))-4 + y1/4q3’4N(1/4)+~(AB)~Z if AB < 2CqLfZN”’ 
e YN’+“(AB)-* q-’ if AB > 2C’q’/‘N”‘. 
ProoJ We may suppose that N > c,(I1,, A,, q). Let a E %. Proceeding as 
in Section 7 of Birch and Davenport [ 11, we lind that there are integers 
a, = a,(a), qi = q,(a), a, = a?(a), q2 = q*(a). such that 
(a,,s,)= 1. 1 <q, <NAP’, 
(a,, q2) = 1, 1<q2<NBp’ 
(1) 
and 
I12a - (aI/q2)l G q,“*Bp’Np”“. 
The inequalities (2) define an interval of a. which we denote by 
I=l(a’,q’,a,,q,), oflength 
m(l) ~ min(q, ‘/*A - IN-‘/*, q2 “‘B ‘No ‘/‘) 
< (q,q2)-“’ (AB)-“‘N-I” 
(3) 
by taking the geometric mean. It remains to sum over the various distinct 
quadruples (a,, q, , a2, q2) that occur as a varies over the set P. 
We observe that a < la,/q, I < a since Ap’Np’/* < Np’3/4’p’V < any ‘I. 
Similarly for a,/q,; thus a, a, # 0. Moreover, 
We deduce that, for some C < 1, 
(4) 
Suppose for the moment that AB > 2CN”‘q”‘. Then 
la2q’@‘lU - a,q,l < (%-‘. 
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By Legendre’s law of best approximation, we must have 
Similarly, 
la2(a) 4,(a) - a2(a’) q,(a’)l > 9 
whenever the products a2(a) q,(a) and a,(a’) q,(a’) are distinct. 
Let r be a natural number. Then there is at most one value of a,q, lying in 
[rq, (r + 1) q). To this value of a2q,, if it exists, there correspond at most NV 
distinct quadruples (a,, q, , a,, q2), by (4) and a divisor argument. The total 
length of the corresponding intervals Z(a,, q,, a,, q2) is at most 
since q2 9 a, Y-’ and a,q, > rq. Now 
from (1); hence 
rq < a,q, 6 Yq,q, < YN’(AB) ’ 
~(8) < Y1j4N”- ‘/2q ‘j4(AB) - ‘I2 \‘ yI/4 
rQYNqAB)-2q-' 
(5) 
< YN’+q(AB)-2 q-l. 
Now suppose that AB < 2CN”2q”2. W e wish to estimate the number of 
values of a,q, lying in [rq, (r + 1) q). but we may now only suppose that 
O<r< YN2(AB)-‘q-l. 
Suppose there are X > 2 such numbers a,q, . Then by a simple box argument 
there are two, say a*(a) q,(a) and a,(a’) q,(a’), such that h = a*(a) q,(a) - 
a2(a’) ql(a’) has 
Ih(~,/ii2)-h’I~N(AB)-2X-‘, 
where h’ = al(a)q2(a)-a(a’)q,(a’). In view of Legendre’s law of best 
approximation, and the inequality l<lhl<q, we must have 
N(AB)-2 X-r + qp’, that is, 
X<N(AB)-‘9=X,, say. 
This is also the case if X < 1. 
If we follow through the argument leading to (5), we see that the set of a 
in P for which a*(a) ql(a) > q has measure 
<X0 YNltv(AB)-’ qm ’ = YN*+((AB) ’ 
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There remains the contribution from those intervals 1(a,, ql, a,, q2) for 
which a,q, < q. Let f be the set of values taken by u, q, in [ 1, q). Then f has 
at most X, members, and applying (3) we have 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM METHOD 
For some j # 1, Aj has the opposite sign to A,. After replacing the variable 
xk by 2%~~ for k = 1 and k = j, where a, and aj are integers depending only 
on 1, ,..., A,, we may suppose that 
1 ,<In,/J-jlG4 
1;1i/~jI ~ 2~4 (if l,.i). 
(f-5) 
Let q be the denominator of a convergent to A,/& with q > c2(lz, ,..., 
&, a, b, CT. q). We define 
N = q7i3, r = j,-kJ/b’I. 
We shall estimate M, the number of solutions of 
/n,x: +12xI +1,x: + n,4 + /l,xy +1,x: +p/ < 5 
in integers satisfying 
Nli2 < x,, x2 < 2’N”‘, N”3 < x3, x4 < 2’N”‘. 
N’/” < x5 < 2’NIfa, N’lb < x, < 2’N’l”. 




Let us write p = 4 [q -’ ] + 1. According to Davenport [ 3 ] there is a 
function K(a) defined on the real line such that 
K(-a) = K(a), 
K(a) < min(1, lal-pp’); 
(9) 
(10) 
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in addition, writing k(19) = J‘z, e(a0) K(a) da, we have 
o&(e)< 1 for all real 8, 
I?(e) = 0 for lSl> 1, 





Weusethe abbreviationsS=(IS,/2+IS,12)“’ and T=(IT,/2+lT2/2)“‘. 
From these definitions, and from ( 11) and (12), it follows that 
M>T 
J .a S,(a) S,(a) T,(a) T,(a) u(a) V(a) eOla)K(ar) da -a: 
or (say> 
M>r l-S F(a) da. 
I -,r 
Thus (8) will follow when we establish four estimates: 
J,= _ 
J 
F(a) da G 1, 
lal>rr’lvfl (14) 
J,= . 
J F(a) da % N 
(2/3)+(lla)+(llb) 
(15) ,a,<N I Atl.h)-n 
and 
J,= 
I F(a)da < N 
(2/3~+(lla~+(llb)-v 
(17) ‘?-(?/1) rl<lal<r-lN” 
First of all, (14) follows from (10) since 
J, <N 1+(2/3)+(l/a)+(l/bJ (-n (mppp’ da 
-r-‘r\;v 
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Let us write 
(k > 2). (18) 
Then as a first step towards (15) we have the approximation 
J,- m 
i Z2(~,a)Z2(~2a)Z3(~3a)Z3(~4a)Z,(~5a)Zb(~,a)K(a7) da -cl2 
< pl3)+(m)+(llb)-~ 
(19) 
The proof is very similar to the argument of [6, pp. 88-89 1, and we omit the 
details. 
The integral which appears in (19) may be rewritten in the form 
(20) 
where the domain of integration includes all t3 = (0, ,..., 0,) with 
N < ej < 21hN (i= l,..., 6), and the integrand is non-negative by (11). Here 
we have made an easily justified interchange in the order of integration. 
On the set of 0 defined by 
2N<B, <3N, N<6,<2N (if l,.i) 
e, + L (AJy’) ei < 5/(3Aj), 
i#i 
the integrand is ~N~1~‘4’3’~2t”‘u’f”‘b’, as an easy consequence of (13). 
This set of 8 has measure +N57, and lies in the domain of integration for the 
integral in (20), as we easily verify using (6). Hence the expression in (20) is 
~N’2’3’+“‘u’t”‘b’, and we have proved (15). 
In the next section we give estimates for certain integrals which count 
solutions of Diophantine inequalities. We then apply the simpler of these 
results to prove (16) in Section 5. Finally, in Sections 6 and 7 we combine 
the results of Section 4 with Lemma 1 to prove inequality (17). This will 
complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Z(a) = \’ 
Z<Z?HZ 
e(vaz’) 
be Weyl sums in which 
The quantity 
M,(X, Z) = r 1.’ I X(a)/’ / Z(a)l” K(m) du (21) 
. -i,m 
is bounded by the number of solutions of 
IA(*vk -Xk) + v(zi + ... + z;- w: - ... - w;,1 < 1 (22) 
in integers satisfying 
x<x,y<2xx, z < zi. wi < 2”z (i = l,..., r). 
Here we use (11) and (12), and the inequality r < 1. 
It is well known that 
M,(X, Z) < XV(XZ2 + Z”). (23) 
We give the proof for completeness. Suppose first that x = ~1 in (22), with 
Y = 2. Then the values of x, z, and z? determine the values of M’, and 1~~ with 
at most X” possibilities. These solutions contribute <X1 “‘Z2 to (23). Now 
suppose that x # y, then the values of z, , z2, M’, and u’* determine the values 
of x and 4’ with at most XV possibilities; these solutions contribute +XVZ“ to 
(23). This proves (23). A similar but simpler argument shows that 
M, (X, Z) < xz + xnz2. (24) 
As applications of these inequalities, we note that 
i 7’(a)” K(m) da < tp ‘N’2’3’ ’ v (25) 
by (24) with X = Z = N’j3; and 
1. T(a)* 1 V(a)14 K(ar) da < r ‘I’V”‘~‘+“!~’ + n 
for b > 6, by (23) with k = 3, I = b, X = N”‘, Z = N’jh. 
(26) 
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We note one further result which is proved similarly: 
-cx S’(a) IU(a)12 I V(a)12 K(m) da -cc (27) 
< ~-l(~‘l/2~+~ll~‘+‘llb’+~ +~l2/u)t’Zlb)tn 
1. 
Taking only the contribution from /S, 12, we must estimate the number of 
solutions of the inequality 
IAl(x: -xi> + q.v: -yf> + L,(zf - zg < 1 (28) 
in integers satisfying 
N”’ < xl, x2 < 28N”2, Nl” < y, ,y2 < 2’N’la, 
N’lb < zl, z2 < 2’N’lb. 
If we consider solutions with xl = x2, we obtain the estimate 
from (24). If xl # x2, then the values of y, , y2, z, , z2 determine the values of 
x1, x2 with at most NV possibilities. Thus there are <NC”” ’ ““) ’ q solutions 
of (28) with xl #x2, and (27) follows. 
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 8 of Davenport and Roth 
141. 
LEMMA 2. In the above notation, we have, for k = 3 < I .< 5 and 
z e x3”, 
M,(X, Z) G x2yxz2 + z”‘2’+ ‘x- ‘), 
Prooj Solutions of (22) with xl = x2 contribute 6X1 ’ “Z2 to M,(X. Z), 
as above. Let there be M, solutions of (22) with y > x, then it suffices to 
show that 
M&X I + 2nz2 + p2 t 3x- Ii ?7. 
We write y =x + t, then (22) implies 
lA(32t + 3xt’ + t3) + V(z: + z; - w: - wf?)i < 1, 
with 
x<x< 28x, Z<z,,z2,w,,w2<28z, 
(29) 
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and, as we easily verify, 
1 <t<Z’X 2. 
Let M(t, wi, M’*) denote the number of solutions of (29) for fixed t. w,, u’~. 
Then 
say, where M, G Z “‘XPz and M, represents the number of solutions of the 
simultaneous inequalities 
p”(3x$ + 3x, t2 + t3) ~ v(t; + z; - IV{ - w;,i < 1. 
1q3.u; t + 3x2 t2 + t”) - v(zi + z: ~ w’, - w;,1 < 1, 
(30) 
with t, .x,, .Y?, z,, z2, i1, z4. M’,, )I’? restricted to the appropriate intervals. 
The number of simultaneous solutions of (30) with .Y, = s2 is seen to be 
<XqMO. If x, #x2. then we deduce from (30) that 
/ 3At(X, ~ X2)(X, + X2 + t) - V(i{ + Zi - Z\ - Z:)l < 2. 
Hence the values of i, , z?, zj, and z4 determine those of t, s, and .Y? with at 
most XV possibilities. Once z, , z2, z2, iq, t, x, and .y2 are known, either of 
inequalities (30) yields the values of NJ, and M’? with at most XV possibilities. 
We infer that 
M, < x”(z’+2x-2)‘!2 (M,, + ZJ)“?. 
Thus either 
or 
M, < z”“’ t 3x I t 7,. 
Since Z’+‘Xp2 6 XZ’, the proof of the lemma is complete. 
As applications of Lemma 2 we note that 
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taking X = N113, I= a, Z = N’ja; and similarly 
J 
-m 
T’(a) / V(a)j4 K(at) da < r-‘N”‘h’t’3’h’+2q (32) 
- m  
for b = 4 or 5. 
One further inequality may be added here: 
(a S’(a) I U(a)l* 1 V(a)I” K(m) da < ~-‘N”‘2’t”‘4’t(“h)+n (33) 
. -E 
for a = 4, b > 8. The proof is similar to that of (27), but we use (23) in place 
of (24), together with the inequality 
2 ($)+4 ($)&++-+$. 
In estimating J3 and J4 we observe that F(-a) = F(a). Thus it suffices to 
consider positive a. 
Suppose that 
N- It(llb)-q < a < N-'?'a) Fl 
Then arguing as in Davenport and Roth [ 6, Section 4 1, 
T,(a), T,(a) << N-2’3am’, S,(a) < Nm”‘am’. 
Applying Cauchy’s inequality together with (27) and (lo), we obtain 




< N-‘W-“/2’ ap6 da 
J,J-l+,l’hl ,I 
) “* (/y:, 1 S,(a) U(a) k’(a)l’ K(ar) da) ’ ’ 
< 5- r/2N”+h 
where 
641/18!1-6 
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We easily verify that 0 < (2/3) + (l/a) + (l/b) if a = 4 or 5. Since 
cr < ~(a, b), and ?l is sufficiently small in terms of a, b and u, this establishes 
(16) for a=4 or 5. 
For a = 3 we reason slightly differently. We now have 
<N ?t lt(l:h)(NI~(I/h)t7,)? 
Since (2/3) + (I/a) + (l/b) > 1, (16) follows as above. 
6. THE REGION Nm”/4’m v < a < rr’N” 
min(l S,(a)l, 1 S2(a)l) < N”“” “I 
is at most 
) T’(a) I u(a) Ya)I K(ar) da 





) “2~u[~,, S’(a) I U(a) V(a)l” K(ar)da) “’ 
< r-‘N (1/4)t(1/3)+3?l(N (Il4)t(l/2a)+(l/2hl +N (l/u)t(l/b) ) 
by Cauchy’s inequality, (25) and (27). We may easily verify that 
and, as above, this yields 
J, < N (2/3lt(l/a)t(llb)-q (34) 
By a simple splitting up argument, we find that there are numbers A and B 






y = (a E [N-(3/4)-?l , t-‘w’) :A < IS,(a)1 < 2A,B < p,(a)1 < 2BJ. 
We apply Lemma 1 with Y = rP ‘NV and q = N3/‘. Thus 
m(8) < max(s~‘NZtZV(,4B)~J, r-1N’4/7’t2V(AB)-2). 
Suppose first that 
m(g) e 7-‘N2+2’I(,4B)-4. (36) 
Then applying Holder’s inequality together with (25), (26), (31) and (32) we 
obtain 
T(a)’ 1 V(a)14 K(at) da 
e r-I,+JX+b (37) 
where 
It may be verified that 
,<f+$+$ (38) 
unless a = 3, b > 4 or a = 4, b > 8; we treat 8 differently in this case, in the 
following section. Since 0 < ~(a, 6) and q is sufficiently small, we deduce 
from (34), (35), (37) and (38) that (17) holds. 
Now suppose that 
m(ct%-) 4 r-‘N’4’7)+2”(AB)-2. (39) 
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Then we can use a rather crude estimate, namely, 
I8 IF(a)1 da -@ AB t[ 1) “2 sup I T(o)1 
-P a 
T(a)’ 1 U(a)14 K(az) da 
x (.(“, T(a)* / V(a)l’ K(at) da] I” 
< r-‘N”+2”, (40) 
where 
2 1 v= 7+3++ (+-++-) ++max ($+$.f+$) (41) 
in view of (39), (31) and (32). It may be verified that 
(42) 
for all possible a and 6. As above, (17) holds and the proof of Theorem 2 is 
complete for a = b = 3, a = 4. 4 < b < 7, and a = 5, 5 < b < 6. 
7. SOME SPECIAL DEVICES 
We now treat the set Y in the case a = 3, b > 4. In view of (42), we may 
further suppose that (36) holds. Write 4 = 2 mbt ‘. 
First suppose that a satisfies 
I Va)l <N 
llih)(lLotr)) . (43) 
The contribution of those a satisfying (43) to .(‘c 1 F(a)1 da is at most 
J 6 = N(“b)(‘pm)‘n f IS,(a) S,(a)l T(a)* I U(a)1 K(ar) du -8 
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from (36), (25), and the analogue of (25) with U in place of T. Now 
Since o < ~(a, b) and 7 is suffkiently small, we have 
J, < N (2/3)+llla)+~llh~-q 
Let us write 
.F= (a E B : I V(a)1 > N(l’b)“-m+v’}. 
(44) 
We may give a “major arc” treatment of .F. Let a E .F: by Dirichlet’s 
theorem there are coprime integers m, q, such that 
an application of Weyl’s inequality [ 3, Lemma 111 shows that, in fact, 
(I/h)-,, q<N . (46) 
We can now give the following sharper estimate for V(a) (see Lemmas 5 
and 8 of 131): 
V(a)~q’~/j)+“+q~‘lbmin(Nlih,N~“lllh)lpl~ ‘), 
where /3 = &a - m/q. Since q ‘i”‘tn < I V(a)1 N-” from (45) and (46), we 
must have 
in other words, 
This enables us to give a good estimate for m(X) since for a given q, a is 
confined to <t-‘Nqq intervals of length q-‘lbN-’ t’m-V)‘b. Summing over q, 
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Thus 
I F(a) du -.F 
< TC’N ~1/2)+(1/3)+~1/3)+lIlb)+l(2~~1)/4)t2tl 
Since 
it follows from (34). (35). (44) and (47) that (17) holds. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2 in the case a = 3. 
We now turn to the case a = 4, b = 8 or 9. It suffices to prove 
(48) 
under the assumption that (36) holds. Applying (36) (25) (31) and (33) 
T(a)” K(at) da ) “I6 (.I T(a)2 1 U(a)I’ K(m) da) I” 
x (+f S(a)’ I U(a)l* I V(a)14 K(m) da) “4 
Inequality (48) follows in the usual way, and the proof of Theorem 2 is com- 
plete. 
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